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Abstract— New firms have minimum accessibility to data, 

unlike large data repositories of businesses operating for longer 

periods. They rely on the knowledge exchange and perceptions 

of domain experts outside the organisation to enhance the 

capability of the decision support systems. This paper presents 

a framework on blockchain technology to develop a secure 

knowledge management service which addresses the challenges 

imposed by European and US data protection laws and high on-

chain computational costs. It presents a hybrid off-chain and on-

chain smart contract computation methodology for the scalable 

application of blockchain technology. It requires low on-chain 

storage cost and low cost of frequent data imports for off-chain 

AI computations. The framework demonstrates a real-world 

application of knowledge management by blockchain to 

integrate the judgment of multiple financial experts to design 

loan eligibility policies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

A. Integrate Human Expertise by Blockchain 

The advancement of artificial intelligence (AI) based 
decision support systems (DSS) has led to a growth in 
recognition of the importance of integrating human experts 
and data patterns to enhance automated decision-making [1]. 
To achieve this, organisations have implemented an 
augmented workflow environment that enables the exchange 
of judgements and perceptions among domain experts within 
or outside the organisation. Knowledge management is crucial 
in transforming experts' implicit knowledge into explicit and 
accessible formats [2]. This is particularly beneficial for new 
firms with limited access to data, as they often rely on their 
team members, advisors, and external stakeholders for 
knowledge sharing. Collaboration among multiple 
organisations can accelerate knowledge transfer and 
diversification, but a shared incentive for data-sharing 
commitment by experts remains a challenge. 

Participatory modelling (PM) is a crucial step towards the 
development of DSS as it involves the input of domain 
experts. PM methods such as concept mapping [3], causal 
loop diagrams [4], Bayesian networks [5], and fuzzy cognitive 
mapping [6] enable the transfer of unstructured knowledge 
into plausible beliefs stored in a structured knowledge base 

(KB) [7][8]. However, knowledge elicitation from experts is 
time-consuming, and creating a comprehensive multi-
stakeholder KB can be challenging due to competition 
between firms, insecure personal identity and access control 
concerns. A KB could be logic, semantic network, rules, and 
frame representation [9]. 

Blockchain technology facilitates secure data sharing and 
auditing among multiple organisations. Its decentralised 
architecture enables the secure submission, review, and 
synchronisation of data by experts from multiple 
organisations without third-party involvement. Each 
organisation can connect multiple devices to the network, 
called nodes or peers, responsible for verifying and adding 
data blocks to the chain. The immutability of blockchain 
technology enables automated evaluation and auditing of 
transactions, registering accurate and tamper-proof data 
access records critical for regulatory compliance and legal 
purposes. Yang et al. [10] proposed a decision model to 
identify a suitable decentralised and transparent platform for 
multiple experts for knowledge exchange and data 
accessibility management. Schniederjans et al. [11] presented 
the future blockchain trends in knowledge management to 
enhance supply chain digitisation. A review of the 
implications of blockchain technology in knowledge 
management is presented by Frozza et al. [12]. 

B. Blockchain Immutability and Data Protection Laws 

The immutability characteristic of blockchain technology 
presents a challenge with regard to data protection laws. For 
instance, the EU's General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) stipulates the "Right to be Forgotten," which 
mandates the permanent erasure of personal information [13]. 
In line with the GDPR and the US's state and federal data 
protection legislation, such as CCPA, data subjects' (human 
experts) consent is required to process, access, or withdraw 
their explicit knowledge in a dataset to ensure accountability, 
transparency, privacy, and security. Merlec et al. [14] 
presented the use of smart contract (SC), a program stored on 
a blockchain to dynamically manage the consents of data 
subjects, regulators, and data owners under the GDPR. 

The paper introduces hybrid off-chain and on-chain smart 
contract methodologies to store access logs and data subject 
consent on the blockchain. In this approach, the elicited data, 



personal identity, and cryptographic keys are stored off-chain, 
while the access logs and consent states are stored on-chain. It 
ensures the accuracy of the consent states computed off-chain 
by all host organisations with a simple smart contract 
mitigating any mistrust in off-chain computations. An 
application of this framework to integrate the judgment of 
multiple experts in designing small business loan eligibility 
policies is demonstrated in this paper. 

II. BLOCKCHAIN FRAMEWORK TO MANAGE KNOWLEDGE-

BASE (KB) IN COMPLIANCE WITH DATA PROTECTION LAW 

The architecture to manage KB by blockchain is shown in 
Figure 1. All aspects of this Figure are discussed in this section 
from subsection (A) to (F). 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture to Manage Knowledge-Base by Blockchain 

A. Elicitation of expert knowledge in a web application   

The initial layer depicted in Figure 1 portrays a web 
application designed to collate data from multiple experts, 
considered as data subjects within this framework. The web 
application serves as the front-end interface for experts' 
knowledge elicitation. 

Two modules: consent management and data usage 
activity log in a web application, allow the experts to self-
evaluate their contribution and monitor their data usage 
activities and consents. The data elicited from the experts and 
their consent parameters are transferred between the web 
application and an API server of an organisation through pull 
and push mechanisms, respectively. 

B. Data management and interaction with blockchain and 

other services by web API  

The API server facilitates interoperability between 
multiple services, including the web application, blockchain 
platform, off-chain data storage, and cloud-key management. 
The knowledge elicited from multiple experts through the web 
application is stored off-chain in a third-party data storage 
server, and the data access transaction logs are stored on-chain 
in a blockchain platform. In later stages, auditors retrieve the 
transaction logs stored in the blockchain to perform audits on 
protected chronological data access records. The developers 

or data scientists retrieve off-chain and on-chain data to 
perform various off-chain artificial intelligence and data 
analytics computations.   

C. Off-chain and on-chain data storage  

According to data protection laws such as GDPR, 
permanently uploading personal data or sensitive information 
to the immutable blockchain is not permissible. The data 
elicited from human experts be denoted by �� , and the 
transaction log data is denoted by �� .  

• Off-chain secured storage of personal identity and non-
transactional data:  

The data �� mapped with KB is non-transactional data. It 
is too large for efficient storage in a blockchain network due 
to low storage speed, scalability issues, and the high cost of 
frequent data imports to perform off-chain AI computations. 
Therefore, encrypted files of non-transactional data are stored 
in a secured third-party off-chain database (or cloud). The KB 
in this database is contributed by human experts from multiple 
organisations and shared among them to infer collective 
knowledge. Information in the KB is categorised and stored in 
decrypted, mutually exclusive files for easy navigation and 
accessibility control. Access to these decrypted files requires 
the approval of data access consent by the data subjects.  

The personal identity of data subjects is not locally stored 
in the server configuration files. Instead, it is stored in a cloud-
based Key Management System that allows for the deletion of 
personal identity if requested by a data subject of an 
organisation.  

• On-chain storage of transactional log 

The blockchain stores transactional logs of data subjects' 
consents and the number of accesses by organisations for off-
chain computations. The transactional records can neither be 
removed nor mutated, thus establishing the system as tamper-
proof. The consent requests are sent from the consent 
management API to the web application to receive the data 
subjects’ responses. Their response to various consents is 
stored in a private blockchain network.  

The data subjects do not access the blockchain directly, 
and it does not manage data subjects. However, their data is 
shared across different organisations. APIs of these 
organisations are used to access the data for off-chain 
computations. Privacy of blockchain networks is enhanced by 
segregating the networks into channels, where each channel 
supports peer-to-peer communication. 

D. Proxy re-encryption (PRE) 

A human expert (or data subject) serving as a delegator is 
denoted by ℎ ∈ �1, … , 
�  and a user in an organisation 
serving as a delegate, such as data scientists and developers, 
is denoted by � ∈ �1, … , �.  

The proxy re-encryption scheme is used for the encryption 
and decryption of data ���� obtained from human experts. 
The pair of delegator’s and delegate’s public key and secret 
key is represented by ���� , ����  and ���� , ���� , 
respectively. The data ����  is encrypted by utilising the 
delegator’s public key; ������ � ������� , ���. The encrypted 
data is then stored off-chain in a third-party secured database. 
The delegate requests decryption permission from the 
delegator by notifying the public key ��� . If a delegator 
approves the data access, then a re-encryption key ����→�� is 



generated specifically for a delegate. It is sent to a proxy 
system to re-encrypt the previously encrypted data stored off-

chain; ������ � ���������→�, ������� . After re-encryption, the 
delegate can use decrypt the data by using its secret key ���; 

�� � �������� , ������ . 

E. Off-chain and on-chain smart-contract computation 

The ability of a blockchain ledger to remain immutable 
enforces the trust between multiple data subjects and 
organisations due to the unalterable history of consents 
recorded as transactions in each block in a chain. Three types 
of consent are obtained from data subjects ℎ to access elicited 
data stored off-chain: consent to the initialise data acquisition 
process (�!"), consent to withdraw data access (�#), and 
consent to access the data (�!). The state of these consents 
and the timestamp of the events are stored in the blockchain. 
The data subjects can review and audit their data usage 
activity logs and withdraw access in case of consent violation. 
A violation is detected by comparison of off-chain and on-
chain consent states through Smart contracts (SCs). 

A complete data consent state of a given human expert ℎ 

to an organisation � is represented by �$%&%'
�,�

. It is a set of three 

consent states: �!"$%&%'
�,�

, �#$%&%'
�,� , and  �!$%&%'

�,�
 as shown in 

Expression (1).  

�$%&%'
�,� � )�!"$%&%'

�,� , �#$%&%'
�,� ,  �!$%&%'

�,� *             (1) 

These states are computed off-chain in an organisation’s API 

by utilising on-chain transaction data. Suppose, � and �+ are 
two different organisations. The on-chain SC compares the 

set of states �$%&%'
�,�

 and �$%&%'
�,�,

 for a given human expert ℎ by 

organisation � and �+, respectively. Expression (2) shows the 
condition of valid execution. 

-∀�: � ∈ �$%&%'
�,�  0�1 � ∈ �$%&%'

�,�, 2 ⟹ �$%&%'
�,� � �$%&%'

�,�,
    (2)  

F. Off-chain Knowledge Integration 

A fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) allows multiple experts to 
integrate uncertain and imprecise knowledge into a 
diagrammatic format. FCMs, are signed digraphs consisting 
of concepts denoted by 45 , 6 ∈ �1, … , 7�  and causal 
relationships between nodes 85,5, , where 6 ≠, 6+[15]. A logical 

connection of concepts imposes causal relationships in an 
FCM. The weight of an edge between two nodes is the 
strength of the relationship between two concepts, such that 
85,5, ∈ [−1,1] . It represents the aggregated judgment of 

multiple human experts for a given question or rule in a KB. 
An adjacency matrix represents the weight between concepts. 
The casual weight between the edges is obtained by first 
defining the fuzzy membership function to get an expert’s 
opinion on a given linguistic term. Second, fuzzy implication 
rules such as Mamdani and Larsen are applied to quantify the 
response proportion for each linguistic term for each edge 
between concepts [16]. Then, activated membership functions 
are aggregated by fuzzy aggregation functions. Finally, a crisp 
value of the weight 85,5,  is calculated by defuzzification 

methods such as the centre of gravity and simulation by Petri-
net [17].  

III. A STUDY ON SMALL BUSINESS LOANS   

A. Problem Statement  

This framework is implemented to integrate the heuristic 
knowledge of multiple experts to understand small business 
lending rules. Both commercial lenders and charitable 
organisations utilise the combined knowledge of industry best 
practices and peer advice when evaluating small business loan 
applications. FCM represents integrated knowledge. The 
human experts �ℎ�  can include external advisors from 
financial organisations such as large retail banks and internal 
members of a charitable organisation’s loan committee. 
Charitable organisations are the primary user of KB. 
However, both organisation types can access and own the 
integrated KB to perform off-chain statistical analysis and 
develop data. 

B. Results on Implementation of Blockchain   

The performance of Hyperledger Fabric 1.4 was evaluated 
for transaction latency and throughput in a network of four 
organisations [18][19]. Figure 2 shows a decrease in 
throughput with increasing load and number of nodes and a 
marginal increase in average commit time with more than six 
nodes. Decentralised networks prioritise resilience at the cost 
of performance, while centralised networks distribute work 
among nodes for optimal performance. 

 

Fig. 2. Average latency and throughput of 800 transactions 

C. Off-chain Computation for FCM 

The integration of knowledge from twelve human experts 
by FCM as shown in Figure 3. The red node represents the 
decline criteria, and the green node represents the referral 
criteria of a loan application. The influential concepts towards 
loan eligibility are represented by the computed weight of the 
edge between two variables. For example, the three concepts 
for "default in the last t years" positively and negatively 
impact the target concept, loan eligibility. These concepts 
have the following weights: 0.92 for "0 default", 0.50 for "1+ 
default" and -0.92 for "2+ default" respectively. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a framework to manage the 
knowledge aggregated from multiple domains from different 
organisations by blockchain technology which secures the 
data subjects' identity and controls the accessibility of data. It 
ensures counterparty trust as uploading too much information 
in the blockchain, especially personal identity, could result in 
too much transparency and volition of data protection law; in 
contrast, too little stipulates a lack of trust. A hybrid off-chain 
and on-chain smart contract computation methodology are 
proposed for the scalable application of blockchain 



technology which requires low on-chain storage cost and low 
cost of frequent data imports for off-chain AI computations. It 
demonstrates the results of a study to aggregate the heuristic 
knowledge of multiple experts from four organisations to 
understand small business lending rules.  
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Fig. 3. Off-chain knowledge integration by FCM to assess loan eligibility dynamics by 12 small business loan experts in four organisations   
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